This module explores the literary representation of health and sickness. Our understanding of illness is not simply determined by physical symptoms but influenced by class, gender, and ethnicity, and perceived differently by patients, practitioners, and policy-makers. This module examines the myths and metaphors that contribute to our understanding of health and sickness.

Together we will read a selection of short literary texts by authors such as A.S. Byatt, J.M. Coetzee, and Ian McEwan and you will be introduced to a selection of material from the history, philosophy and sociology of medicine. Teaching and learning are supported by a comprehensive website and videos designed specifically for this course.
8. Recess Week
14. Creative Project exhibition

Please purchase: McEwan.
Assessment

1. Graphic (10%)
You will design a graphic that dramatises a key concept in the medical humanities, showing how your skills as a literary scholar relate to issues of urgent concern.

2. Concept Map (10%)
Each week your group will contribute to a concept map that establishes links between key theories and texts on the course.

3. Final Essay (40%)
Your essay will defend an original thesis about two of the texts read in class and forge interdisciplinary links between literature and the history, sociology, or philosophy of medicine. Plenty of advice and constructive feedback will be provided through tutorials and office hours.

4. Creative Project (40%)
You will be invited to reflect on the literary texts studied for the module in relation to a real-world public health issue. You can film yourself, or take stills and put them together with text on powerpoint, or make posters. You can even create an installation, or paint, or draw or use digital media, as long as you forge a connection between the arts and humanities and current debates on health and healthcare.